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Is new form of pesticide to blame for
catastrophic decline in honey bees?
•

US study shows latest nicotine-based sprays attack insects' immune
systems

By Tamara Cohen
Last updated at 8:07 PM on 29th January 2012

A new generation of pesticides may be to blame for the catastrophic decline in Britain’s honey bees.
The contain chemicals, routinely used on farms and in garden centres make bees more vulnerable to
disease, a study has shown.
There have been concerns for some years about neonicotinoids, a family of chemicals based on
nicotine, but a study by an expert based in the US finally confirms a link.

Threat: Experts believe the sharp decline in Britain's bee population could be down to an increase in the use of nicotinebased pesticides

Conservationists have called for these pesticides, which became popular in the 1990s, to be banned
as the insects are key to human’s survival – pollinating 70 per cent of the crops which produce most of
the world’s food.
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The findings were published by the US government’s top bee expert Dr Jeffrey Pettis, who found that
even minute doses of the chemical made bees three times more vulnerable to infections from
parasites.

Drop: In Britain the number of bees has fallen by half since the 1980s

He said it could be a ‘major contributor’ to the mysterious decline of bees worldwide. In Britain
numbers have fallen by half since the 1980s.
Matt Shardlow of the charity Buglife, which first raised concerns about these pesticides three years ago
said: ‘The science is now clear: bees poisoned by neo-nicotinoids are much more likely to die from
diseases, gather less food, and produce fewer new bees.’
Dr Pettis, of the US Department of Agriculture’s Bee Research Laboratory tested bees given doses of
imidacloprid – one of these neo-nicotinoid chemicals, which is produced by Bayer CropScience.
His findings are published in the German science journal Naturwissenschaften (CORR).
The study shows that in a laboratory setting infections by the nosema parasite – which gives bees
dysentery – increased significantly when they were fed pollen spiked with the imidacloprid and then fed
a sugar solution containing the bug, compared to those who did not have the chemical.
These pesticides were hailed as a breakthrough as they are not applied directly to plants but to the
seeds so manufacturers thought they were more environmentally friendly.
But it seems tiny quantities of the pesticides stay active in the plant’s nectar and appear to attack bees
immune systems.
The authors say in young bees, tiny quantities seem to weaken their gut and this could debilitate hives
although it does not necessarily kill them off.
Other research suggests the chemicals confuse bees, causing them to lose their sense of direction
and abandon their colonies.
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Study: Research in the United States has shown that nicotine-based pesticides are present in plants' nectar and attack bees'
immune sytems

However the decline of bees is complex, and experts say habitat destruction, mites and disease are
also important.
Tim Lovett of the British Beekeepers Association said improving the pesticides may be better than a
blanket ban.
He said: ‘This is very interesting and the authors are right to point out that it demands attention from
regulatory bodies.
There is a link there but a ban may mean we may use other pesticides which are even worse, the
evidence has to be looked at carefully.’
Bayer shed doubt on the findings, saying results the lab may not relate to conditions in the open air.
A spokesman said focusing on pesticides ignored the bigger issues of mites, and disease.
The French government restricted use of neo-nicotinoids but bee populations remained low.
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The last fatuous explanation was the usual mobile phone scare. Wonder what's next?
- Ken, Scotland, 30/1/2012 18:28
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If bees are sprayed with any pesticide, they die, it doesn't do us much good either, this US expert needs to read some more
books.
- Peter, Northamptonshire, 30/1/2012 13:14
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So not Global Warming then......................
- Jon Nemo, Tumble, Llanelli, 30/1/2012 12:04
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This particular problem has been screaming out for someone to flag it up for a fair few years now it's almost laughable how
it hasn't, look it’s not rocket science to work out there’s a common problem that only effectsall beeskept in the countryside,
town bee keepers don’t have CCD problems urban bees are doing fine even though they live if a fume filled environment
one thing they don’t come into contact with is commercial pesticides used on farms, it's that simple.
- Mellish, Oxford, 30/1/2012 09:35
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where are all the earth worms ?, i havent seen one in years
- steve, belfast, 30/1/2012 06:25
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Scosche myTrek Wireless Pulse Monitor
Monitors your pulse and sends real-time data via wireless to its app on your iPhone and iPod Touch
Braun Oral-B Triumph 5000 Electric Toothbrush
The toothbrush with a wireless SmartGuide that tells you how well you've cleaned your teeth.
'Play' Multi-Message Video Pad
It's mooted as the 'ultimate video memo'. And some say it will sound the death knell for post-it notes. Above all, it's fun to
use.
Angry Birds iPod & iPhone Speaker Dock
For fans of the 350-million selling game, this is possibly the most exciting speaker system to ever be invented.
iPhone 4S
Is it worth upgrading to iPhone 4S? It might not be - the best features are all the ones available as a free download for
iPhone 4.
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